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The Time of Reckoning Has Arrived: Trump Has
Been Exonerated — Now Exonerate LaRouche!
There is an earthquake of sorts sweeping the United States, as
the reality of the entire "Russiagate" operation against President
Trump sinks in: There is nothing there, there never was anything
there, and this was as much an operation against the American
people as it was against President Donald Trump himself.
Angry commentators are asking: "Is this where it's going to
end? Are those responsible going to have to pay for their crimes?"
Others are saying that this is now "a time of reckoning," against
the media, against the Obama Democrats, and, with much greater
precision, against the British intelligence apparatus that started the
whole operation in the first place. This is a point which Trump
himself emphasized last week in his tweets: that the British
launched the operation to prevent him from establishing peaceful
cooperation with Russia and China.
But there is an even deeper significance to the changes being
unleashed in the U.S. and globally by the meltdown of the Mueller "Russiagate" scam. In remarks today, Helga Zepp-LaRouche
addressed that issue:
Now we can really put the entire world in order, in the way that
Lyndon LaRouche dedicated his life to achieving, Zepp-LaRouche
stated. Special Counsel Robert Mueller's Russiagate operation
turned out to be a big "nothing-burger," and there will be more
earthquakes to come in the weeks ahead, especially if you look at
the big advances of the Belt and Road Initiative as a result of Xi
Jinping's trip to Italy and Europe. Now is the time of reckoning, as
many in the media have recognized, but to ensure that happens,
we must place the fight to exonerate Lyndon LaRouche on center
stage.
That is because the same apparatus behind Russiagate was
responsible for jailing Lyndon LaRouche, Helga Zepp-LaRouche
stated. "That apparatus, which went after Lyn and the other associates of ours, did incredible damage to the U.S. and the world, by
vilifying Lyn and the organization in such a way that people were
completely blinded to the kind of options which Lyn's ideas mean
for the world and the future of humanity.
"I think that, despite the wonderful things that China is doing,"
Zepp-LaRouche continued, "that Lyn has brought in a depth to
the discussion, in terms of scientific and cultural ideas, which is
really lacking. It's as if you were to take Beethoven out of music—it
wouldn't be the same thing. And if you would take Schiller out of
poetry, it wouldn't be the same thing. So I think, from the standpoint of bringing the world into order, this was always something
I thought was very unique to Lyn: that when you talked to him,
everything would sort of fall into place. Lyn would bring the world
into order. And I think that is exactly the mission we have to have."
Zepp-LaRouche also emphasized the remarks posted yesterday
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by retired senior U.S. Military Intelligence officer and security analyst Col. (ret.) Pat Lang, who wrote that, as a result of Russiagate,
"a great opportunity has been lost for improving relations with
the Russian thermonuclear power." Lang added that "only hypernationalist madmen like Brennan and Clapper and ignorant Jingos
like Bolton and Pompeo can imagine that an improvement in relations with a country which can destroy you was not a good idea."
To which Zepp-LaRouche added: "It's my view that we have to
have the approach to free Trump from these elements, and point
to the fact that they are doing the opposite of what Trump's stated
intentions are," including having good working relations with Russia's President Vladimir Putin and China's President Xi Jinping.
Zepp-LaRouche continued:
"The only way to get out of this mess is to cooperate in a new
paradigm: close the trade gap by having joint ventures, have
American firms cooperate with Chinese firms in the construction
of Africa, for example. People have to think differently. If we don't
overcome geopolitics, the world will blow up, and that danger still
is clearly there.
"We have to elevate the American population to say that Trump
is an incredible President. He has stood up to one of the biggest
conspiracies, and now the Democrats and others have egg on their
face: They are conspiracy theorists who failed, they are completely
discredited. And now we have to support the Trump Presidency
so that the Four Power agreement LaRouche proposed can be
reached, but that requires a good relationship with Russia and
China, because if you declare these countries enemies, competitors
and rivals, you will never get a Four Power agreement.
"So I think that we should say that Trump is still President; his
policies on this should be followed; and if there are members of
his cabinet who contradict him, then he should get better people
in their place."
Zepp-LaRouche concluded with the following perspective:
"We have to have a completely optimistic view. History is not
endless; history is not a soap opera, where you have one episode
after another, but you have certain inflection points where you
have to change, use a new gear, go to a new plateau—or you will
go under in the old mess. And the only way to get out of this mess
is to go fully with Lyn's ideas, and that means people have to be
freed from all the garbage thrown against him. That now has to be
cleaned up. Just think about the shock effect it would have around
the world if Lyn were to be exonerated: everything would fall into
place. There are certain flanks, even in a seemingly impossible situation, that you can use to remedy the problem on a higher level."
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